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A

campus

~ Directory
Main Campus Information
Une: (708) 534-5000
Public Safety (Campus
Police)
Emergency: ext. 4900;
Non-emergency: ext. 4901
Registration: (708) 235-8887
Child Care: ext. 4560
Computer Services: ext.
5370
Gym: ext. 5325
Ubrary: Book renewal: ext.
4112; Reference: ext. 4111

Let it snow! Let it snow! Let it snow!
While some thought the weather was
delightful, most GSU students found it
frightful! ''There was nothing delightful
about it at all," said GSU graduate
student Zeambo Dahnweih. "Some
roads were impassable, the wind blew
cars all over, on many streets the ice was
too slick, I could not see through drifting
snow from the open fields, and the ride to
GSU was pretty dangerous!"
"I got on 1-57 and I prayed. It was
awful. There were several accidents and
cars in ditches. I was scared to death,"
said GSU graduate student John De
Young. The students were referring to
January 15 and 16. In mid-afternoon on
January 16, GSU made the decision to
cancel all evening classes. While classes
were not in session, the building remained open. As television news pointed
out, the problem with traveling in the

Campus
Hours/
Rooms
Bookstore: 1st Floor, Rm.
01493- Mon.-Thurs., 10:30
a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Fri., 10:30
a.m.-3 p.m.
Child Care: Hantack House Mon. & Wed., 7:30 a.m.-7:45
a.m.; Tues., Thurs., & Fri.,
7:30 a.m.-5:15p.m.; Sat. &
Sun., Closed
Computer Services: 2nd Fir.,
Rm D2431 -Mon.-Thurs., 8:30
a.m.-10:30 p.m.; Fri., 8:30
a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat., 8:30 a.m.-5
p.m.; Sun., 5-9 p.m.

World Class Advertising to be Showcased
in Chicago

Celebrate African American
History Month at GSU
schools and a million individuals
across the country read passages
authored by African-Americans.
This annual event is sponsored
by the National Council of
Teachers of English and the
NCTE Black Caucus. Dr.

Gym: A Building, Recreational Center- Mon.-Fri., 6
a.m.-tO p.m.; Sat., 8:30 a.m.-5
p.m.; Sun., 1-5 p.m.

Rashidah Jaami Muhammad,
GSU Professor of English and
Secondary Education, will be the
moderator for this program of
guest readers. Those interested
in reading a short passage for our
audience, no more than 5
minutes, please, must call Dr.
Muhammad at (708) 534-6974
or Student Life at (708) 5344550 no later than 5 p.m. Friday,
January 28.

Advertising's most creative
leaders from around the world will
gather in Chicago on Wednesday,
February 5th, for the 26th Annual
Mobius Advertising Awards. The
awards screening and presentation
will be held at The Museum of
Broadcast Communications at the
Chicago Cultural Center, Michigan Avenue at Washington Street.
The event begins at 6 pm.
This year, over 5,000 entries
from 39 countries were received.
The prestigious Mobius Award is
presented for excellence in
television, radio and print
advertising, as well as package
design. Free tickets are available
by calling the MBC at (312)
629-6023.
11

Friday,
February 7, 7 p.m.

Ubrary: 2nd Floor, Rm.
D2400- Mon.-Thurs., 8:30
a.m.-10 p.m.; Fri. & Sat., 8:30
a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun., 5-9 p.m. Student Ufe and Box Office:
Student Center, Rm. At 120Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.-10 p.m.;
Sat., 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.; Sun., I5p.m.

The Joe Henderson Trio,
Charlie Haden Quartet West and
The Kansas City All-Star Band are
apearing Friday, January 31 at 8
p.m. at The Center for Performing Arts at Governors State University. Experience this nationwide tour that explores the rich and
delicate tone of Joe Henderson's
tenor saxlphone; "the jazz world's
pre-eminent bassist" Charlie
Haden; and the Kansas City AllStars, which includes Christian
McBride, Nicholas Payton and
other musicians selected to play
historical figures in Robert
Altman's film Kansas City.
Ticket prices are $30. Call
(708) 235-2222 Discounts are
available for seniors, GSU students, faculty and staff.

(Not Mon., Feb. 10)

This tranquil scene belies the dangerous conditions
GSU experienced on January 15 and 16.

Engbretson HaD- Eighth
national African American
Read-In Chain- Join us as

Verve Jazzfest at
The Center for
Performing Arts

Wednesday,
Feb. 12th

continued on page 5

Monday,
February 3, 7 p.m.

To Do

NO CLASS

Student Ufe: ext. 4550
The Center for Performing
Arts: (708) 235-2222

Things

Sherman Music Recital Hall
- Ethnic Heritage Ensemble "We have to break the habits of
boredom, get beyond our
nostalgia, and think about what's

W.E.B. DuBois

continued on back page

A Bright Room
Called Day 11
The Theatre School Depaul University
The Theatre School Showcase, Depaul University, presents
A BRIGHT ROOM CALLED
DAY by Tony Kushner as the third
production of the I 996-97 season.
The play is directed by John

continued on page 7
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The Innovator Needs
Writers.
The GSU student paper is looking for staff writers for
the 1997 Winter Trimester. Call (708) 534-4517 if
you're interested in possibly earning credits for your
work. You'll get guidance, help and direction. You
don't have to be a Communication/English student to
want to and enjoy writing.

Immediate Openings:

c.-. Business Manager
c.-. Advertising Sales
c.-. Work Study students

Business Manager: The Innovator is looking for a
responsible person to fill the position of Business
Manager. Responsibilities include tracking receivables, payables, invoicing, and budgeting. Excellent
experience for business/finance major or someone with
bookkeeping experience. College credit available to
right person.
Work Study: The Innovator also has 1-2 openings for
intelligent, self-starting work study students. Responsibilities include answering phones, correspondence,
typing, data entry and customer service on accounts.
Computer skills a must. Pay in accordance with university guidelines.
Advertising Sales: Position open for self-starting
individual to sell advertising over the phone and inperson (inside/outside sales). Phone skills a plus.
Responsibilities include the initial sale, working house
accounts, sending materials, correspondence, and
follow-up to area businesses, Fortune 500 corporations
and advertising agencies. Excellent experience for
business/marketing majors. Pay available at 15%
commission rate on new accounts. This is an easy way
to make money if you're willing to learn and take your
responsibilities seriously.
For the above position openings, call (708) 534-4517
and ask for Candy Sexton, Innovator Editor.

TheiNNOVATOR
Governors State University Student Publication
Room A2110, University Park, Illinois 60466
(708) 534-4517 • (708) 534-8953/FAX
Advisor
Walter M. Perkins
Editor
Candice Sexton
Senior Writer, Arts &
Entertainment Editor
Karen Piejko
StafTWriters
Jody Canter
Layout Editor, Contributing
Photographer and Data
Entry
Ratchanee Chaipatikul
Movie Reviews
John DeYoung
Contributors to this issue:
Dennis Thorn

The INNOVATOR is
a bi-monthly publication,
issued on every other Monday.
Students are responsible for the
production and content of The
INNOVATOR. Columns and
letters to the editor are written
independently and are the sole
opinion of the author. We
reserve the right to edit for
style, space, clarity and
content.
All submissions are printed
on the basis of space availability and timeliness.
Submissions containing
libel, racial slurs, personal
attacks or obscentities may be
edited or rejected.
Letters must be signed and
contain a title or designation of
the author, and a daytime
telephone number for verification. Letters without signatures
and telephone numbers will not
be published.

Announce-

ments

Calendar Change: NO
CLASSES on Wednesday,
February 12 (not Monday,
Feb. 10)
Tuition and fee payment in
full is due by February 20,
1997. Payment may be made
either at the Cashier's Office
or through the mail via:
Check, MastercardNISA, or
Cash (no cash through mail).
A $20 nonrefundable charge
is assessed to any account
when the amount billed is not
received by the due date. A
$25 charge is assessed for any
checks returned by your bank.
Payments may be made afterhours at the Cashier's Office
depository. Mail payments to:
Cashier's Office, GSU,
University Park, IL 604660975

Other Telephone
Numbers
Admissions: 1st Floor,
Atrium, Rm. D1400- ext.
5708
Bookstore: ext. 4558
Cashier: 1st Floor, Rm.
C1336 - ext. 4055
Career Services: Rm. C1320
-ext. 5080
Center for Learning
Assistance: 1st Floor, Rm.
B1215- ext. 4508
Collections: 1sl Floor - ext.
4101
Financial Aid/Veterans
Affairs: 1st Floor, Rm.
C1325 - ext. 4480
Innovator: 2nd Floor, Rm. A
2110- ext. 4517
Registrar: 1st Floor, Rm.
C1300 - ext. 4500
Student Development
(Counseling, Testing): ext.
4090; T.D.D., ext. 8950
College of Arts & Sciences
(CAS): 2nd Floor, Rm. E2575
-ext. 4101
College of Business and
Public Administration
(CBPA): 3rd Floor, Rm.
C3300 - ext. 4391
College of Education (COE):
3rd Floor, Rm. 03405 - ext.
4050
College of Health Professions (CHP): 2nd Floor, Rm.
F2671 - ext. 4388

Other Hours
Admissions: Mon.-Thurs.,
8:30 a.rn.-7 p.m.; Fri., 8:30
a.rn.-5 p.m.; 1st & 3rd Sat.,
10 a.m.-noon
Cashier: Mon. & Thurs.,
8:30 a.rn.-7 p.m.; Tues., Wed.
& Fri., 8:30 a.rn.-5 p.m.
Media-Based Instruction:
1st Floor, Rm. Ft673- ext.
4088

Correction: Professor
Michael Purdy's name
was misspelled. The
Innovator regrets the
error.

Calendar Change:

NO CLASSES on
Wednesday, February 12
(not~onday,Feb.

10)

Editor's Column
As the new editor for the
Innovator, I want to take this
opportunity to introduce myself.
I'm female, a returning student,
age 36, a mother, married,
pursuing my master's degree full
time in Media Communications.
While that in itself is no big
deal, I have learned that I am the
"typical" GSU student. I like to
think of myself as having
"typical'' interests as well - 1
read, hike, spend time with my
family, study, cook, drive to
school, and want to know what's
going on at GSU. I want to get
information, however, without
having to look at 14 bulletin
boards, read every flyer posted
on the Wall of Truth, and find out
too late that a meeting occurred
two nights ago that I would have
liked to attend.
I don't think that's asking to
much, do you?
By accepting the position of
editor of the Innovator, I took on
the job of making sure information that students want to know
is provided to them via their
paper- your paper. I understand
what it's like to read the school
paper, only to wonder why an
event wasn't listed, or an issue
wasn't discussed, or the right
questions weren't asked about a
problem affecting the student
body.
This is your paper.
To make the Innovator
contain the information you want
it to, you need to give us feed
back. To begin that process, look
in the next issue for a questionnaire. The questionnaire is
important in that it will determine what direction the Innovator will go this winter term and
beyond. It will give you a say so

next issue with the questionnaire).
All you have to do is answer
the questions, return it to us, and
you're entered ... it's that simple.
We'll tally the results and run
them in the Innovator, along with
the winner in the drawing and
his/her picture.
In addition, we welcome any
feedback you wish to give us.
Feedback in the form of phone
calls, Letters to the Editor, or just
notes or a kind word will do.
Right now, we have a bare-bones
staff, and compliments are very
welcome. Basically, two people
wrote this issue, two added one
article and two produced it. The
next issue will be a little mealier
since we will have a few more
staff members putting the next
issues together.
However, we still have
openings- check out the ad to
the left of this column- and we
need people to fill these positions.
Upcoming issues will bring
back the Faculty Focus, Photo
Poll, International Corner, Eye
on Technology, News, Music and
Book Reviews. You'll see more
interviews with students and
local coverage of events and
happenings in the area. GSU
news will take precedence over
"outside" news. While it's
important that you stay informed,
printing daily news events isn't
practical for a paper that is
issued only twice a month that's what the daily regional and
Chicago papers are for.
As we begin the Innovator's
transformation, have patience
with it. Newspapers take a little
"tweeking" to get them just right.
We'll still make mistakes and

Look for a copy of The Innovator every other Monday.
Next Issue: February lOth.
in what you read, what issues are
investigated and discussed, and
what you don't want to read or
have discussed in the paper.
By filling out and returning
the questionnaire to the Innovator, you'll help us deliver a good
product to you. You'll also
qualify to win a prize in a
drawing (to be announced in the

typos, but these will be kept to a
minimum with additional
staffing. It's the content that
needs the most fixing.
GSU has a lot to offer its
students, and the students are
what make this university hum.
It's about time we read about it in
the Innovator.
- Candy Sexton

Hollywood's Back In Town
By Karen Piejko
Head Writer/Arts & Entertainment Editor

Radio personality Johnny "Hollywood" De Young is back by
popular demand. If you thought he was untamed before, just
wait until you see what he has in store for you! Check out his
review of the box office smash "Evita" in this issue. The
Innovator is pleased to provide you with his up to the minute
insight on the latest box office flicks.
Johnny "Hollywood" DeYoung can be heard this Friday, January
31 on WJOL 1340 AM. Be sure to tune in! Hollywood's show
is completely far out!
C 1997 The Innovator '
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Letters
Just what is going on at GSU
performing arts center?
Innovator:
When the Center for Arts and
Technology at GSU had its gala
opening at the end of 1995, it was
hailed as "the jewel of the crown
of the south suburbs." The price
tag for this bauble included $6.2
million in state funds, and now it
appears that this costly ornament
continues to burn a hole in the
pockets of Illinois taxpayers: the
Center's statement of revenues and
expenses for the year ended June
30, 1996, shows a loss of
$388,357.
When this project was under
consideration, I raised questions as
to whether it deserved so huge a
public subsidy, especially when
there were so many competing
educational needs. I asked
whether there were any assurances
that the state would ever recoup its
investment. Now we see from its
first year's operating experience
that this venue for the likes of Rich
Little, Roy Clark, and Paula

Earn 3 Hours of NonWestern Credit Register for the 23rd
Annual Third World
Conference
"Connecting Theory and
Practice for the Emerging Global Changes into the 21st Century" • March 19-22, 1997 at the
Swissotel, Chicago, Illinois
The Conference seeks to bring
greater understanding of economic, socio-cultural, political,
and technological changes in a rapidly changing world. Participants
will examine the theoretical and
practical issues of poverty, education, and health that effect Third
World and Diaspora societies. The
objective is to pose questions and
formulate solutions to develop a
better understanding of the important issues confronting the changing global system.
The 23rd Annual Third World
Conference will provide a unique
opportunity for students, teachers,
and resource professionals, as well
as community leaders, and the general public. This experience will
provide exposure to international
and multicultural issues.
Sample topics to be covered:
Critique of the Globalization Process, Leadership RolesofWomen,
The Environment and Ecology,
Technology and Social Change,
Innovative Educational Approaches, Culture and Creative
Expression, Urban/Community
Development, Human Resources
and Population Issues and ReconC 1997 The Innovator

Poundstone - among the "bigname" acts featured at the Center
- has been a big money loser.
In promoting this project, GSU
President Paula Wolff waxed lyrical about the way the Center would
stage operas that would be simulcast into local schools using the
Center's sophisticated communications technology. Now, after a
year, I ask President Wolff, how
many operas- or other programming- has your Center brought to
local school children?
Recently-deposed state senator
Aldo DeAngelis was the chief
sponsor of the legislation for state
funds for this pork-barrel project.
It is curious that Sen. DeAngelis,
as senate assistant majority leader,
was totally ineffectual in getting
his legislative colleagues to support meaningful solutions to the
state's school funding crisis, but he
was congratulated by President
Wolff for "wheedling" 6 million
dollars out of the state legislature

ceiving the State and Economy
The conference is offered
through Governors State University for 3 hours of undergraduate
or graduate credit. The registration fee will cover the conference
registration, lunch on March 20 &
21, and supplemental materials.
For more information please contact the College
of Arts and Sciences at (708)
534-4101.

for a white elephant of a theater at
GSU. (It was not surprising to see
President Wolff's name among the
list of Aldo supporters in campaign
brochures that I received.)
With great fanfare, GSU announced in early 1995 that it had
lured Richard Cordos from his
position as executive director of
the Holiday Star Theater in Merrillville to become executive director at GSU's arts center. In September of this year, it was announced that Cordos left the center and a search for a replacement
was underway. In an interview
reported in the January 13 Innovator, the Center's interim executive director observed that the level
of interest from GSU students has
not been quite as high as desired.
Just what is going on at the
GSU performing arts center, and
how much longer will it continue
to be a financial drain on the state?
John T. Cirn

Editor's note: The use of parentheses to denote negative figures that
indicate a loss is a common practice
in accounting procedures.

AAUW Education
Foundation Fellowship
& Grants
The AAUW Educational
Foundation provides funds to advance education, research, and
self-development for women, and
to foster equity and positive soci-

Freedom of Information Act request dated October 26,
1996 and responded to by Nancy A. McKeating, University Legal Counsel, on November 4, 1996: unaudited
Statement of Revenue and Expenses for the GSU Performing Arts Center for the year ended June 30, 1996.

0
$308,915

Total Revenues

EXPENDITURES AND OTHER DEDUCfiONS:
Personal services
$152,378
Contractual services
482,449
26,004
Commodities
Equipment
30,364
Auto operations
271
Other
5,806
Total Expenditures

$697,272

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES
OVER EXPENDITURES
FUND BALANCES AT BEGINNING
OFYEAR
FUND BALANCES AT END
OF YEAR

provide seed money to individual
women and AAUW branches and
states for programs or non degree
research projects that promote education and equity for women and
girls.
Application deadline: Spring,
1997: Feb.4,1997; Fall, 1997:
Sept.4, 1997
Selected Professional Fellowships, awarded in designated fields
where women's participation has
been low.
Focus Professional Group Fellowships are awarded to women
from historically underrepresented
ethic minorities in business administration (M.B.A., two-year and
executive programs only) and
medicine (M.D. or D.O.). Applicant deadline Dec. 17, 1997 (except M.B.A.) (M.B.A. only) Feb.
4, 1997.

($388,357)

$18,374

($369,983)

ANNOUNCING
Two GSU University
Research Associate
Positions
Temporary 1 Year
Appointments
Director/Producer:
Will be responsible for all
phases of professional video production projects from planning and
producing, through editing. Must
have 3 years of professional experience, and be proficient in lighting, studio, remote production,
audio, and editing. Familiarity
with non-linear editing, multimedia production, and production
computer skills is desired. Applicants must provide a demo reel that
demonstrates their production experience.

Producer/ Instructional
Designer:

I

ENROLL IN
ONEOFTHE
FOLLOWING CLASSES:
210317 ICS530 A Third World
Conference: Humanities
210336 ICS530 B Third World
Conference: Global Political
Economy
210355 ICS530 C Third World
Conference: Global Science,
Technology & Environment
210374 ICS530 D Third
World Conference: Health and
Public Health Issues

THEATRE
$308,915
0

REVENUES:
Sales and services
Commissions
Other income

etal change.
The AAUW Educational
Foundation has helped more than
6,500 women reach their personal
and professional goals through a
variety of fellowships, and grants.
You or an exceptional woman
you know may be eligible for one
of the AAUW Educational Foundation fellowship or grants described below;
Community Action Grants,

All applicants must have demonstrated scholarly excellence.
Preference goes to women whose
civic, community, or professional
work show a commitment to advancing the welfare of women and
girls. Women of color are strongly
encouraged to apply.
For more information come to
The Career Services office, room
1321.

Will work with clients on assigned instructional and contracted
training projects to provide appropriate design to accomplish the
goal. This will include conducting content meetings with clients,
performing research, writing or
assisting in writing scripts, working with the assigned director to
manage talent and production elements, and performing follow-up
and evaluation of the project with
the client. Applicants must have 3
years of professional experience
and work in production setting.
Willingness to explore and develop multimedia and Internet
products for distance education
and strong computer production
skills are desired. Applicants must
provide examples of professional
products that they have produced.
For more information about
these position contact Gary Fisk,
Communication Services, at (708)
534-4094.

continued on page 4
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continued from page 3

NALEO Educational Fund 3,000 Seasonal Jobs/InternAnnounces 1997 Summer ships Available at Six Flags
Legislative Intern Program Great America
The National Association of Latino
Elected and Appointed Officials (NALEO)
Educational Fund and Shell Oil Company
have begun a nationwide search for qualified Latino college and university students
interested in an intensive six and a half week
summer legislative internship program. The
NALEO Summer Legislative Intern Program is designed to give students a behindthe-scenes look at how public policy is developed and implemented at the state and
federal levels. Applications must be received at the NALEO Los Angeles, CA of-

Six Flags Great America launches its annual recruitment efforts in search of more
than 3,000 interns and seasonal employees
looking for an employment experience that
is "beyond fun."
Six Flags will be conducing interviews
at: Six Flags Great America, Gurnee, ILon
Sat., Feb. 22, 1997 (10 a.m.-3 p.m.)
A variety of seasonal position and internships are available in Finance, Human
Resources, Food Service, Operations, Merchandise, Design, Guest Relations, Marketing, Horticulture, Mechanical and Electrical Maintenance and much
more.
"Perks" include bus
transportation, housing,
scholarship programs, social
and recreational programs
and sporting events.
For those unable to attend, the Six Flags Employment Office will accept resumes at P.O. Box 1776,
Gurnee, Illinois, 60031. For
more employment information call (847) 249-2045 or
visit Six Flags on the World
Wide
Web
at
www.sixtlags.com.

cialized training in laboratory
and radiation safety, laboratory animal methodology, and
research technology are also
provided. Other scheduled
events include medical center
tours and various social
events.
Students interested in receiving college credit through
their home institutions should
consult with their academic
advisors prior to attending this
program.
Research and research
training are strong components of the university's offerings. Support in research activities to create and evaluate
new knowledge is evident by
the fact that more than 600
research projects are supported by almost $73 million
in contract and grant awards.
The university includes
six degree-granting schools:
Dental Branch, Graduate
School of Biomedical Sciences, Medical School,
School of Allied Health Sciences, School
of Nursing, and School of Public Health.
The Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences prepares students for research careers
in the biomedical sciences. The school ranks
in the top quarter of graduate biology programs in the United States, according to a
US. News and World Report survey. The
Medical School conducts the highest caliber of research in the biomedical and health
sciences, and provides the highest quality
of education and training.
The university is located south of downtown Houston within the Texas Medical
Center, the world's leading medical city employing nearly 55,000 people.

staff members live, Jearn, and travel in the
magnificent setting of the towering Tirolean

tegral parts of the academic program. "Academically, the overall learning is just great,"
said Dr. Guenter Bischof, a native Tirolean
now on the faculty of the university of New
Orleans. "A student may read Jess, but see
much more. It is a true living educational
experience."
The 300-year-old University of
lnnsbruck is only a short walk from the
many inns, cafes, and beer gardens in the
"Old Town" of Innsbruck, a two-time Winter Olympics site. Three-day weekends offer ample time for students to travel to many
different destinations in Europe, to hike in
the Alps and even to ski the nearby glaciers.
From lnnsbruck, the efficient Eurail system
reaches all of Austria and much of Europe
within a few hours.
The session convenes July 6 and ends
on August 16, 1997. For those who wish to
enrich their European experience further,
UNO offer an anthropology field school
program in Northern Italy during the month
of June or the option to take a two week
pre-study tour of the major sites of Europe
before the program convenes.
Enrollment is limited, so interested students should apply as soon as possible. For
a full color brochure and course description

Alps in the "Heart of Central Europe".
Participants can earn up to ten semester
hours of credit, selecting from over 50
courses offered in a wide variety of subject
areas. Courses focus primarily on the cultural, historical, social, political, business,
and economic issue of U.S./ European relations. All instruction is in English, and
course work is complemented by field trips
and European guest lectures which are in-

write to: UNO-INNSBRUCK-1997, P.O.
Box 1315- (UNO), New Orleans, LA 70148;
call the UNO Division of International Education at (504)280-7116, or use our E-mail
address: ielmc@jazz.ucc.uno.edu. The Division also has a web site that includes more
information on UNO- INNSBRUCK-1997
as well as a multitude of other international
study /travel options: http://www.uno.edu/
-inst/Welcome.html.

A Unique Study(fravel ExpeSummer Research rience in Europe: The UN 0Innsbruck International
Program
The University of Summer Scbool-1997
The University of New Orleans (UNO)
Texas-Houston announces
the session of its annual INTERHealth Science NATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL in
Center Medical lnnsbruck, Austria during summer of 1997.
S
I
About 250 students as well as some faculty/

flee by 5:00p.m. PST Friday February 28,
1997.
During the six and a half week program,
participants will travel to their state capitals, local county and city halls and Washington, D.C. to work with legislators and
their staffs. Interns will perform a variety
of important functions including researching legislation, monitoring hearings and preparing briefing papers. They also will meet
with White House representatives, advocacy
organizations and the news media.
Another highlight of the internship is
participation at NALEO's Annual Conference to be held June 19 through 21 in Miami, FL. Here interns will attend workshops
and network with prominent Latino elected
officials.
A total of fourteen students form Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois,
New Mexico, New York and Texas will be
selected. Students must be residents of these
states, but do not need to attend school in
these states. Interns will receive a stipend,
transportation and accommodations at
NALEO's Annual Conference and the
George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
Applications and program information
are now available by going to our World
Wide Web page at http://www.naleo.org, or
by writing to: NALEO SLIP Program, 3409
Garnet Street, Los Angeles, CA 90023, or
by calling 213/262-8503 ext 31 or by contacting the Chicago Office at 3645 West 25th
Street Chicago, IL 60623 Tel(312) 2771440, Fax (312) 277-1015.

Summer Research Program-Designed for undergraduate students
interested in pursuing a
graduate degree (M.D.,
Ph.D., M.D/Ph.D.)in the biomedical sciences.
Research Program Profile
The University of Texas
Houston (UT-H) Summer
Research Program provides
hands on biomedical research training for undergraduate students under the
direct supervision of experienced faculty researches and
teachers.
The emphasis of the Program is to provide trainees
with laboratory experience
through specific research
projects. The trainee's role
in the laboratory is to participate to the full extent of his/
her ability in background
reading for the project, the
experimental design, the
technical aspects of carrying
out the experimental analyses, the interpretation of data, and the summarizing of results. Trainees will submit a research abstract for publication and may be asked to
present their data in a research forum.
Trainees will also attend weekly seminars focusing on biomedical ethics, career
development, scientific technique and new
discovery, and the relationship between basic research and clinical applications. Spe-
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Cancellation of Classes
continued from page 1
GSU vicinity was drifting snow from the
surrounding open areas which made travel
on major streets such as Harlem Avenue,
Governors Highway, and Cicero Avenue
dangerous and difficult at times.
Overall, most GSU students felt
canceling classes on January 16 was a
good idea; however, many students would
have liked the cancellation to have been
announced earlier in the morning. By the

actually the least of a GSU student's
worries. Each student is assessed a
parking fee with their enrollment fees, and
staff members are assessed through a
payroll deduction. One of the services
provided by revenue from the parking fee
is called "Quick Start." The attendants
can help GSU students and staff with
frozen locks, battery problems, empty gas
tanks and flat tires. If the attendant is

"I could not see through

drifting snow ... the ride to
GSU was pretty dangerous ..csu graduate student Zeambo Dahnweih
time the cancellation was officially
announced, many students who attend the
4:30 p.m. to 7:20 p.m. classes were either
on their way to GSU, or just arriving.
Many students, such as Linda Berek,
expressed the opinion that the announcement to cancel classes should have been
made earlier. "I called (the general
information line) as late as 2:30p.m., and
was told all evening classes would go on
as scheduled," said Berek. "I enjoy
coming to GSU, but it really was not
worth it to end up in a ditch or something.
I also worried that if I got to GSU, would
I have been able to get back home safely.
I worried about what would happen if my
car didn't start."
Frozen locks and dead batteries are

unable to fix the problem, the person will
be referred to a local towing service for
help. If a student or staff member needs
this service it can be obtained by calling
the GSU Department of Public Safety.
Physical Plant Operations worked
around the clock in an effort to keep
GSU's parking lots, streets and sidewalks
clear. The strong winds on January 16
made this a difficult, almost impossible
task. The snow plow would push the
snow out of the way, only to have it blow
right back onto the pavement instantly.
Tons of salt was used, but with the
extreme cold, it was not much help. The
forces of nature were just too much for
anyone to handle, which is why classes
were eventually canceled.

Call the IRS and Hang Up
Study Shows Young Filers Reach Out
to Touch the Tax Man
Along with the Internet and sophisticated computer software, younger
Americans have a great way to make life
easier- filing their taxes by phone.
Using a Touch-Tone phone, the fileby-phone system called TeleFile was
used last year by nearly three million
taxpayers- over half of whom were
under 25 years of age. More than 26
million people nationwide are eligible to
use the service this year, according to the
IRS.
"The TeleFile program is ideally
suited for college students and those
earning under $50,000 annually with
fairly basic tax returns," points out Judy
Tomaso, national director of communications. "The procedure is quick, there's
no paperwork to mail, and it;s the fastest
way to get refunds," she said.

How It Works
Taxpayers who qualify for TeleFile
get a special tax booklet in the mail
letting them know they are eligible.
They call a toll-free number from any
Touch-Tone phone and answer a series of
prompts on wage and tax information
from their W-2 form. After responding
to the prompts, the system calculates the
total taxable income, adjusted gross
income, amount of refund or balance due

and even the earned income tax credit
for those who qualify. No tax tables are
needed.

Proof of Filing
Once a caller gets a conformation
number, they just hang up the phone,
which completes the filing. The entire
call typically takes less than ten minutes
and the service is available 24 hours a
day. The confirmation number, which
should be written on the TeleFile Tax
Record and kept with other important
tax papers, is the record that shows taxes
were filed. It can be given to banks,
lending institutions, the Department of
Education and the Small Business
Administration as proof of filing.
One of the primary TeleFile benefits
is the speed by which TeleFile returns
are processed with typical tax refunds
being mailed to taxpayers within three
weeks.
This year, TeleFile users can be
either single or married, filing jointly,
with no dependents, with taxable income
less than $50,000, including wages, tips,
taxable scholarships or fellowship
grants, taxable interest of $400 or less,
and unemployment compensation. Also,
taxpayers must have filed a tax return
previously and not have changed
residences in the past year.

TeleFacts
• 92% of users were very satisfied with the TeleFile program
• 99% ofTeleFile users said they would file by phone again
• Nearly 97% of filers received a refund averaging $438
• 52% of filers had completed some college or vocational training and 21% were
college graduates
• 73% of filers were under 30 and 52% were under age 25
• 80% had income less than $30,000; 30% had income less than $10,000
C 1997 The Innovator

by Jody Canter
Staff Writer

Pre-trip Planning
To avoid being subjected to an automotive breakdown, plan trips with personal
security in mind.

Check the forecut. Ha winter storm is predicted for the area in which you will be
driving, ask yourseH if the trip is really neces.c;ary. Check weather conditions by
Hstening to the radio or calling the area's weather service. For GSU, call the information desk to determine if specific and/or all classes have been canceled at (708) 5345000.
Make sure the rOids .,. cltlr. Current road condition reports are available from
most state department of transportation. To obtain information on area roads and
highways call the 24-hour number for Illinois' DOT at 1-800-452-IDOT . For Indiana
road condition information call1-800-261-7623.

Be npeclally cautious If driving In unfamiliar areu. Schedule your trips so you
are driving in daylight hours and carry current maps.

Prepare an Emergency Car Care Kit. The kit should include some or all of the
following: jumper cables; flares or roadway reflectors; flashlight with extra batteries;
windshield washer fluid; small shovel; ice scraper; antifreeze; flat tire inflation canister
(available at most automotive departments); blanket and extra gloves, hat and
scarves; extra boots; non perishable food; a candle and matches; first aid kit; a
window sign that says in large reflective letters "CaR Police" (available at most
automotive departments) and a white cloth (the universal signal for help). You should
consider carrying a cellular phone, as well, with emergency numbers written down or
programmed into the telephone.
Inform friends or family of the route you will be taking. Hyou tell people your
intended route and estimated time of arrival, help won't be far behind you if trouble
occurs.

Driving Tips
Winter driving requires lots of patience, practice, and special techniques.
•!Wtays wear seatbelts.
• Remove snow and ice from windows, license plates and lights. Clear snow from
roof, hood and trunk.
• Reduce your speed. The posted speed Hmits are for dry, clear conditions only.
• Watch for slick spots under bridges and on overpasses.
• Keep your gas tank at least two-thirds ful to prevent your fuel line from freezing.
• Avoid sudden braking or accelerating if you skid. Instead, ease off of gas pedal and
gently brake, then steer back to the direction in which you were heading.

What to do Hyou are stranded
Hyour car doesn't make it to your destination, stay calm, use common sense, and do
the following:
• Pull • far off the road u poalblt. This helps to avoid getting struck by another

vehicle.
•lndlc8te trouble. T1e a white cloth to your antenna; open your hood; and tum on
your hazard lights. You may want to put a "Call Police" sign in the back window.
• Stay In the car. Avoid the temptation of accepting a ride from a stranger. If
someone offers to help, send them to notify the police.
• Stay warm. Wrap yourseH in a blanket or run your car's engine and heater
periodicaHy. You are not at a high risk for carbon-monoxide poising unless your
exhaust pipe is covered by snow. If you're unsure of this, crack your window open
slightly while car is running.

Emergency Cell Phone Information.
A ceHular phone is a handy tool in case of an emergency, but only if you know which
numbers to call:
Dial tggg in the Chicago metropolitan area and in the collar counties.
Dial 911 elsewhere in llfinois.
Dial *11 on the Indiana Toll Road.
Unlike land-based phones, cell phones cannot be traced by dispatchers. Therefore,
dispatchers rely on cell phone users to accurately convey the location of the ernergency. Try to note the roadway, mile marker, intersection or nearest exit.
-Source:

Arrrfllan Automobile Aaoc:ilfion- Chicago

lllolor Cllb (AAA.CAIC)
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Back Stage Pass: The Business Side of Show Biz!
By Karen Piejko
Arts & Entertainment Editor

in charge of making certain that both restaurants
serve thousands of people without any major
problems. Rynne thrives off of the challenge,
"I really enjoy it when everything is going on at
once, it's such a rush, it's great. After the chaos
settles down, it's a really great feeling to know
by working as a team, your goals have been successfully accomplished."
Rynne is an award winning executive chef,
and managing both restaurants is always a new
and exciting experience for him. He emphasized
the incredible amount of time it takes to prepare
the meals, even something as simple as a salad.
"When you 'rc cooking food for over 700 people,
sometimes twice a day, it is very time consuming," said Rynne. "Even the salads take long to
prepare- imagine cutting up lettuce for over 700
people! It takes a long time." The customers
have 8to 10 entrees to choose from, plus a whole
page of appetizers, and the chefs never know in
advance who will order what. "You've got less
than two hours to quickly and efficiently serve
the patrons, and everything must always be perfect. Quality is extremely important, quality is

There's no business like show business, and
the Candlelight Dinner Playhouse/Forum Theatre complex makes show business their only
business, 365 days a year. Show business is risky,
and while many theaters come and go, the
Candlelight Dinner Playhouse/Forum Theatre
complex has been thriving on Chicago's south
side for 38 seasons. It has the distinction of being America's very first Dinner Theatre and is a
registered national historical site.
While the service and the shows always come
off without a hitch, there is a lot of technical stuff
going on behind the scenes making it all possible. It is difficult work to stage one play, but to
stage two plays, and operate two restaurants at
the same time is a truly fascinating feat. This
highly successful entertainment complex has
earned countless Joseph Jefferson Awards for its
fine productions, and is frequently featured on
television and in the print media.
Welcome to your backstage pass into the fascinating, and sometimes grueling world of
live theater. You arc about to experience a
rare glimpse into the day to day operations of
one the midwest's most successful entertainment venues.
The Candlelight Dinner Playhouse features seating in the round for 600 patrons.
Within a time span of only a few hours, 600
people must be served, and entertained. In
addition, the theater complex has the 435 seat
Forum Theatre, and another restaurant appropriately called, Bravo!
Steve Avros, one of Candlelight's most
popular waiters said, "What the guests see,
and what goes on behind the scenes are two
completely different things. As a wa1ter, I
have to come out and be all cheerful and smiling with the guests, when back stage, I might
be running around like a maniac, bickering
and trying to get many things done at once.
It's almost like being an actor, you need to Waiter Steve Avros keeps track of his
have two different personalities at the same patrons with a computer.
time. It's hectic and challenging, yet it is very
what keeps the people coming back year after
rewarding, and fulfilling at the same time."
Avros is often requested at Candlelight for year," said Rynnc.
The general consensus among employees has
his prompt service, and his attitude with the customers. "My customers always come first," he been to satisfy the customer, general manager
said. "Without the customers we have nothing, Economos stated. "It's important to make the
and it is my job to make sure the customer leaves restaurant as successful as the plays, so we can
happy. I will do anything to keep the customers provide our customers with an outstanding experience all the way around. Our restaurants and
happy, and coming back year after year."
The waiter enjoys every aspect of his job, shows consistently receive great reviews from
even when the going is tough. "Sometimes it the press, but most importantly we arc reviewed
can be very crazy, things might not go as by our customers, and that's really the most imsmoothly as they should, but you've got to keep portant review we get. The customers are the
people who keep us in business."
smiling at the customers, and continue your goal
Barbara Weyrick said: "Teamwork is really
of satisfying the customer," said Avros. "It's a
challenging job, because it is different every what makes all of this possible. Everyone works
night. You never know what kind of problems together for the common goal of satisfying the
will be encountered in the kitchen, or if there customers. It takes a lot of good communicawill be problems with the show. You must be tion skills to get things done. We serve food to
prepared to deal with unexpected situations, be- customers 16 times a week, and are servicing
about 5,500 people. Efficiency is very imporcause the show must go on!"
tant, because the play is set to go on at a certain
Keeping track of all those customers is a full
time, and once it's time for curtain, the servers
time job for the large crew of workers. John
Economos, general manager for both the Candle- must be out of the way, and without complete
light Dinner Playhouse and the Forum Theatre cooperation and teamwork, none of it would be
said, "Everything is computerized, so that the possible."
As if running two restaurants were not
waiters and waitresses have a somewhat easier
time keeping everything straight. The comput- enough, the complex maintains one theater in the
round producing musicals, and one proscenium
ers keep track of the customers' tables, their ortheater producing American and British comders and their bills. It's a complex and fascinatedies, and occasionally an original musical such
ing system."
While the computers help to keep the orders as Joel Paley's highly acclaimed, "Ruthless!"
The theaters arc sound proof, and both of
and bills straight, teamwork and excellent communication skills prevent the servers from liter- them arc usually running at the exact same time.
ally running into each other. "The waiters and There is a lot more to live theater than just actors. The production teams consist of electriwaitresses are divided up into teams. Each team
is in charge of serving a particular section of cians, scene designers, set builders, carpenters,
patrons. The servers must effectively commu- sound technicians, prop masters, wardrobe mistresses, wig designers, costume designers, stage
nicate with each other in order to get things done.
The servers arc responsible for answering to their managers, assistant stage managers, stage hands,
captains, and all the servers answer to Medi spotlight operators, directors, producers and last,
Dardovski, the Maitre d'hotel," said Barbara but certainly not least, actors, actresses, singers
Weyrick, the dining room supervisor for the and dancers.
Performing at the Candlelight poses unique
Forum's Bravo! Restaurant.
Mcdi Dardovski serves as the Maitre d'hotel challenges for the actors. The Candlelight is defor the Candlelight. Satisfying the customers is signed in the round, which means the audience
his main priority. "One of the most rewarding surrounds the stage on all four sides. There are a
few narrow aisles, and the performers must run
parts of my job is getting to know all of the customers who repeatedly come back year after on and off stage in the dark with props, without
year," said Dardovski. "I really enjoy meeting hitting any audience members.
"It can be a difficult thing at first," said vetand working with people."
Executive Chef Mike Rynne is responsible eran Chicago actor Dale Benson. "As with evfor overseeing both the Candlelight's kitchen, and erything it takes patience, and practice, but practhe Bravo! kitchen. Sixteen times a week he is tice makes perfect, and eventually you learn how

to maneuver through the Candlelight. Once you
master it, Candlelight is truly an awesome performing experien-;c. It's unforgettable."
One of Benson's funniest on-stage bloopers
at Candlelight was during, "Do Black Patent
Leather Shoes Really Reflect Up." He was supposed to jokingly hit an actor that was playing a
student. When he swatted at the actor, he accidentally knocked the kid's glasses off and they
flew into the audience. "It's important to be very
careful when you're working in the round," said
Benson. "You don't want to hit your audience
with anything!"
Another problem actors must
conquer while working in the round
is the stairs. Candlelight has a
unique elevated stage patented by
Candlelight's Anthony D'Angelo.
Using hydraulic lifts, the stage is
elevated to different levels. Actor
Dale Morgan, who is currently starring in "The Odd Couple" on the
Forum stage, spoke about a recent
blunder on Candlelight's elevated
stage.
"Concentration is the key to
working in the round," said Morgan. "With all acting, you must
constantly be thinking ahead, but
when you are in the round you really need to have very focused concentration." During Candlelight's
recent production of the Scottish classic
"Brigadoon," all the men had to wear kilts.
Morgan had a very funny, and painful experience during the show. "You should've seen the
night I tripped and fell, everybody in the world
saw my underwear," laughed Morgan.
Actress Renee Matthews is thrilled to work
at The Forum. "I absolutely love working at
Candlelight's Forum Theatre. The proscenium
stage is so much more intimate, it brings you
much closer to your audience. The behind the
scenes technicians really make it all possible they are faced with many difficult tasks," said
Matthews. Tasks faced by Candlelight technicians include maneuvering the hydraulic stage
and getting all the lighting cues just right.
A highly focused team of people run spotlights at the Candlelight. Lighting in the round
always poses potential problems. Lighting technicians must be careful to avoid spill-over. This
happens when the spotlights are on the audience,
more than the performers. In other words, the
light literally "spills over" into the audience. By
working together, the lighting crew does a fine
job keeping spill-over to a minimum.
Sound is particularly important at Candlelight, because every show is a musical. The

sound levels of the performers, and musicians
must be equalized and mixed just right so that
everyone in the theater can hear every single note
of music, and every spoken word. Through the
use of electronic digital audio equipment, sound
technicians can monitor the vocal ranges of the
performers, and mix the vocals with the
instrumentals to achieve a properly balanced
sound level.
The Candlelight is on two floors and consists of many levels, especially on the first floor.
The sound technicians must be very careful with
the acoustics. Interference on the microphones
can be a nightmare, not only for the actor, but
also for the audience. The Candlelight sound
technicians work diligently to keep static, and
unwanted popping noises to a minimum.
William D. Carey, the stage manager at the

Forum, has an interesting job. After the director, Bill Pullinsi, puts together a production, it is
left under the watchful eyes of Carey. He takes
the place of the director from opening night,
throughout the entire duration of a show. Carey
and his assistant stage manager Scott C. Sharber
are responsible for each and every Forum play
until it closes.
"As stage managers we are in charge of all
costumes, scenery, properties, light cues, sound
cues and deck cues," said Carey. (In theater, deck
refers to the stage.) "In addition, we also rehearse
all the actors prior to the premiere of a play. Once

the director is done with his work, he leaves, and
we take over at that point. Scott and I are essentially taking over as directors, keeping in line with
everything the original director set up during the
rehearsals. We do not change a thing. When
understudies take over, we also rehearse them,
and direct their performance as well," said Carey.
Carey and Sharber work together as a team
to keep the Forum Theatre successfully operating on a regular basis. "We are responsible for
every aspect of every Forum show, from the press
night opening, a lithe way till the closing, which
averages about 96 performances," said Carey.
"It's an extremely rewarding experience."
The Forum Theatre also presents plays for
children on Saturday mornings. Elaborate fairytale settings are literally built right on top of the
existing set. The fairy tale set must remain in
tact for a 10 a.m. and Noon show. That set is
then tom down, to reveal the set for the current
adult play, which will be presented in the afternoon and evening. Saturday mornings are very
hectic at the Forum, but everything always works
out just fine.
Without a box office, there would be no audiences, and the Candlelight/Forum Theatre box
office also relies on team work. Customer service is always difficult, because the customer is
always right, and some people try to take advantage of that. The reservationists explained that
sometimes customers are difficult to deal with,
but for the most part, people are usually nice. If
a customer is ever way out of line, they usually
refer the problem to the manager.
Finally, Candlelight's publicity and marketing department strives to keep the Candlelight/
Forum name on top in the media, and in the community. Press Representative Dina Sanchez
makes the theater accessible to the press.
Sanchez's press list includes everyone from
Oprah Winfrey to WGN's Roy Leonard. "We
host press night at the opening of each show, so
that the media has a chance to come out and hopefully, give good reviews to our shows," said
Sanchez. "We also keep the press informed of
special workshops for children, and we inform
them about concerts, benefits, and other special
events the theaters host."
Eileen La Cario is the director of marketing,
and she is always coming up with new and innovative ideas to promote the Candlelight/Forum
Theatres. The Publicity and Marketing department is responsible for promoting the Candlelight/Forum Theatres to the general public and
the media. They do this by issuing press releases,
arranging interviews between the press and performers, conducting surveys to better serve the
customers needs, promoting group discounts and
sales, producing and airing television and radio
advertisements, arranging for space on billboards
and answering ticket requests from orphanages
and other not for profit organizations.
So, there you have it. This is only a small
sampling of what goes on in a single day at the
Candlelight/Forum Theatre complex. It takes a
lot of patience, teamwork and dedication to be
successful in show business, or in any business.
Hope you enjoyed your back stage pass!
Q
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Things To Do
continued from page 1
Jenkins and runs February 6- 16, 1997 (previews 2/4 & 2/5), at DePaul University's
Merle Reskin Theatre, 60 E. Balbo Drive,
Chicago. For tickets call the Box Office at
(312)922-1999.
In this contemporary drama, Pulitzer
prize-winning playwright Tony Kushner
explores the turbulence of 1930s Berlin.
Playwright Tony Kushner is recognized
as one of the most important playwrights of
this generation. He received the 1993 Pulizcr
Prize and the 1993 and 1994 Tony and
Drama Desk awards. His work has been
produced at theatres around the United
States, at the Royal National Theatre in London, the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, the
Deutschcs Theatre in Berlin and in more
than 30 other countries around the world.
Wednesday, February 12 is DePaul
Night: two tickets for the price of one for
current high school and college students
with J.D.
Ticket prices arc $5-10. Students, senior
and group rates arc available. Performances
arc held at the DePaul University's Merle
Rcskin Theatre, 60 E. Balbo Drive, Chicago.
Discount parking is available with coupons
available from the Box Office. Dinner/theatre packages arc available with the Chicago
Hilton and Towers. For tickets call the Box
Office at (312)922-1999.

Blood Drive Set For Holiday
Inn O'Hare - "Free Hotel
Room Night" For Donors
There is a critical shortage of blood
supplies in the Chicago area that hospitals
use for operations and trauma care. According to LifeSource Blood Services, this condition is a familiar one after the December
holiday period.
To help relieve some of the shortage, a
large blood drive is sheduled at the Holiday
Inn O'Hare International on Wednesday,
Feb.12. The drive is in conjunction with
LifeSource that supplies over 100 area hospitals and healthcare agencies with blood
and blood products.
Anyone wishing to schedule an
appoinment to donate should contact the
Holiday Inn O'Hare by calling 847-6716350 and ask for Mickey Darrah at ext.
1532. However, appointments are not required and walk-ins are welcome. The
Holiday Inn O'Hare International is located
at 5440 N. River Rd., across from the
Rosemont Convention Center and next to
the new Rosemont Theatre.

PSC Presents Ninth Annual
Jazz Festival
"Music is everywhere," jazz pianist
Horace Silver once stated. "You just have
to listen for it." The sounds of this distinctly
American music will be reverberating at the
Prairie State College Community Instructional Center Auditorium during the ninth
annual PSC Jazz Festival, Friday, February 7 at 8:00 p.m.
The jazz artists performing in the concert will also lend their expertise in two days
of clinics for area high school and junior
high school musicians. Invited student
bands will play two pieces under the direction of the professional musicians," says
festival coordinator Valerie Nicholson,
PSC's chair of humanities, philosophy,
speech and performing arts. "It's really a
great opportunity for these students. Many
of them haven't heard live jazz before and
working with internationally recognized
musicians gives them a unique learning opportunity."
This year 35 area schools are talking
advantage of the musical event. The
public is invited to attend these clinics,
which will be held Thursday, February 6
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and Friday, February 7 from 8:00a.m.
to 4:30p.m.
The 1997 Jazz Fest reunites Orbert
Davis on trumpet, Ed Petersen on tenor
saxophone, Jim Cox on bass, Joel Spencer
on drums and Nicholson on piano.
Trumpeter Orbert Davis is a well-known
figure in Chicago jazz circles and is a rising
star on the national music scene. He won a
$10,000 prize in the prestigious Cognac
Henessy Jazz Search, a juried competition
with Grover Washington, Jr. heading the
judges' panel. Davis' debut CD, "Unfinished Memories," has been played on radio
stations across the country. Locally, Davis
received much acclaim for his work with
the Chicago Jazz Ensemble, including a
sold- out performance of the Miles DavisGil Evans composition, "Sketches of
Spain."
Ed Peterson, who also played at last
year's PSC Jazz Festival, is assistant professor of jazz studies at the University of
New Orleans, where he teaches with fellow
music greats Alvin Batiste and Ellis
Marsalis. Petersen, a tenor saxophonist, has
worked with some of the most distinguished
names in jazz, including Ella Fitzgeral,
Dizzy Gillespie, Benny Goodman, Mel
Torme, Randy Weston, Joe Williams and
Nancy Wilson.

Cross Country Ski Race Set
Crown Point- The Lake County, Indiana
Parks and Recreation Department will host
the annual BLUEBERRY BLITZ SK
Cross Country Ski Race on Saturday,
February l, 1997, at Lemon Lake Conty
Park. If snow conditions are not favorable
on the I st the race will be held on either the
8th, 15th, or 22nd, depending on snow conditions.
Pre-registration fee is $5.00 and can be
done at the Lake County Government Complex (3rd floor) in Crown Point, through
January 29, 1997. Day of race registration
fee is $7.00.
Race Registration is from 9 a.m. to 9:45
a.m. with a 10 a.m. starting time. All skiers
will begin in waves on a first come basis.
The race is for TRADITIONAL STYLE
SKIERS ONLY, skating is not allowed. For
further information, a registration form, or
snow condition update, please call
(219)769-PARK, Monday through Friday,
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

"Visual Tranqulity" at PSC's
Christopher Art Gallery
The Christopher Art Gallery at Prairie
State College will be hosting an exhibition
of work by Chicago photographer Bernice
Williams. The show, titled "Visual
Tranqulity," will be on display from Friday,
January 17 through Friday, February 28.
Bernice Williams has worked in numerous art forms, including printmaking, painting, sculpture and ceramics.
"My photography is primarily about the
often overlooked beauty of ordinary things,"
Williams says. "Whether I' m looking at a
very recognizable image or a close-up view
of the peeling paint on the back of dumpster,
I search for that point where form, light and
shadow combine in visual harmony."
Hours for the PSC Christopher Art Gallery are Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Wednesday and
Thursday evening from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. and
by appointment.
For more information, contact Jan
Bonavia, Gallery Manager, at (708)7093640.

UnhappinessIf so, join our group and learn to overcome low self-esteem. Groups runs for 8
weeks at Governors State University and it's
Free!
For more information contact: Lisa
Voticke at Governors State University, (708)
534-4545

Winter 1997 GSU Recreational Course Offerings
JANUARY 27- APRIL 21
Call Student Life at 708/5347057 or you
may visit the Student Life Service Office,
Room A 1120, for more information.
Office hours are Monday-Friday, 8:30a.m.10 p.m.; Saturday, 8:30 a.m.-4:30p.m.; Sunday, I p.m.-4:30 p.m.
AQUACISE
Aquacise ia a low impact water aerobic clao;s
designed to improve the student's flexibility and cardiovascular system. Courses includes 12 class sessions.
Mon.
I0:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m Fee $20
I 0:30a.m.- II :30 a.m Fee $20
Tues.
Wed.
I 0:30 a.m.- II :30 a.m. Fee $20
Thurs. 10:30 a.m.- II :30 a.m. Fee $20
Friday I 0:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m. Fee $20
AEROBICS
Aerobics is a floor exercise program designed to strengthen the cardiovascilar system and aid in weight loss. Course includes
24 class sessions.
Mon.-Wed.
7-8 p.m.
Fee $20
CPR
The American Red Cross CPR course
teaches lifesaving skills in cardio-pulmonary resuscitation.
Sat. April 19 Noon- 5 p.m.
Fee $10
Senior Program
Senior Exercise and Aquacise are low impact, low intensity floor and water based
exercises designed especially for senior citizens. Courses include 36 class sessions.
Senior exercise
Fee $10
M/W/F 1:00-1:30 p.m.
Senior Aquacise
M/W/F 1:45-2:15 p.m.
Fee $10
Fee $10
M/W/F 2:30-3:00 p.m.
RECREATIONAL VOLLEYBALL
Tues.- Thurs. 7-8 p.m.
No Fee
SWIM INSTRUCTION
Adult Level 1 is intended to teach basic
swimming skills to adults with little or no
swimming ability. Adult Level2 is intended
for adults who possess basic swimming
skills but wish to improve swimming ability and refine strokes. Child Swim Class 1,
2, 3 (Ages 5-17). Participants are placed in
level 1 through 3 based on their age and
swimming abilities. Courses include 12
classes sessions.
Adult Levell
Saturday 9-9:45 a.m.
Fee $28
Adult Level 2
Saturday
9:45-10:30 a.m. Fee $28
Child-Beginner
Saturday
11-11 :40 a.m.
Fee $28
Child-Intermediate
Saturday
11:40-12:20 a.m. Fee $28
Child-Advanced
Saturday
12:20-1 p.m.
Fee $28
Register Now! All class sizes are
Umited. *Please note that all classes
require a minimum enrollment. All
courses are restricted to GSU students and
Student Center community members.
There will be NO class on February 12.
GSU students receive a $5.00 discount per
course.

Facilitated Support Group on Workshop on Starting Your
Own Business at GSU
Self Esteem
Are you experiencing: Low self-esteem,
Hopelessness, Dissatisfaction with yourself,

Are you thinking of starting your own
business? Have you started your own busi-

ness and wish you had more preparation for
the business aspects of it?
A one day seminar til tied "How to Start
Your Own Business" will be held Friday,
Jan. 31 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Governors
State University. It will cover preparing a
business plan, obtaining financing, the legal aspects of organizing a business, advertising and maketing, record keeping and
taxes.
The cost of the workshop, sponsored by
the Small Business Development Center at
GSU, is $50 for one person or $75 for two.
Lunch and materials are included. To register or for more information call (708) 5344929.

Adoption Programs
Brookfield Zoo

at

Adopt an Otter
Brookfield Zoo has the perfect gift for
you to give your significant "otter" this
Valentine's Day- adopt Arthur, a North
American river otter for $25 and your sweetheart will receive a personalized valentine
with your gift message, an adoption certificate, a 5" x 7" color photograph of Arthur,
and a fact sheet about river otters. Your
contribution will help Brookfield Zoo care
for Arthur for one year in The Swamp exhibit.
In Illinois, where river otters are on the
endangered list, only two small natural
populations of otters still exist in the state.
One is located along the Mississippi River
in northwestern Illinois and the other is in
the Cache River System at the southern tip
of the state. River otters have been reintroduced to the wild in 17 states, including
Illinois. Since1994, the Illinois Department
of Natural Resources River Otter Restoration Program has released more than 240
otters in southeast and south-central Illinois
River basin in the central part of the state.
Seventy-five additional otters are scheduled
for release this winter.
To adopt Arthur the river otter or any of
Brookfield Zoo's animals for your loved one
this Valentine's Day, call the Parents Program at (708) 485-0263, ext.341.
Penguin Lecture
To get in the mood for Valentine's Day,
bring your main squeeze to Brookfeild Zoo
for an amorous discussion about penguins
on Thursday, February 13, at 7 p.m. The
lecture, "The Love Lives of Penguins: Monogamy, Divorce, and Sex Hormones," focuses on field studies of Magellanic penguins in Argentina conducted by Dr. Gene
Fowler from Pomona College in California,
who has studied penguins for nearly 10
years. Magellanic (and other) pengiuns are
typically monogamous--maintaining longterm pair bonds with a mate over many
years. However, there are instances of "
divorce" in the colony, which is defined as
birds coming back with a new mate even
though their previous mate is still alive and
present in the colony.
A wine and cheese reception follows the
lecture. Pixies, courtesy of Fannie May
Candies, will be given to all valentines. This
lecture is the first in series of five being offered this spring at Brookfeild Zoo.
For reservations and futher information
on the 1997 spring lecture series, including
prices, call (708) 485-0263, ext355.
Open every day of the year, the zoo is
offering FREE Admission on Tuesday and
Thursday only through the end of March.
On other days, general admission prices are
in effect of $6.00 for adults, $3.00 seniors
(65 & over) $3.00 for children ages 3-11
and free for children under 3. Parking is
$4.00 for cars. Brookfield Zoo is located at
First Avenue and 31st Street in Brookfield,
Ill., just 14 miles west of downtown Chicago. The zoo is accessible via the
Stevenson (1-50) and Eisenhower (1-290)
expressways, Tri-State Tollway (1-294),
Burlington Northern commuter line, and
PACE bus service.
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At
the
Movies
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"Evita"

MriCafl American
History Month
continued from page 1

by Johnny "Hollywood" De Young
Don't cry for me GSU. The truth is I
never left you. To be honest, I have been
branching out and sharing my wonderful
wisdom on W.J.O.L. 1340AM, where
you can hear me January 31 at 9 a.m.
However, one other individual who has
really branched out is pop music star
Madonna, who is now starring in the
long anticipated film "Evita" based on
Andrew Lloyd Weber's Broadway
musical.
Madonna plays Eva Per6n, a one
time aspiring actress who later becomes
the first lady of Argentina. She ends up
meeting Juan Per6n, played by Jonathan
Pryce, a former general of the army who
wins the hearts and confidence of the
people and becomes president. The
other governing factor of his presidency
is the enduring support and endless
dedication from his wife Eva, who goes
around campaigning for her husband
while at the same time becoming a
woman of sophistication and stature.
Along with Madonna and Pryce,
"Desperado" star Antonio Banderas
makes his singing debut as the critical
commentator, but in the end his character
learns to admire the woman and all she
has accomplished. This is indeed an
excellent way for Weber to pay musical
homage to the late First Lady of Argentina.
It was however, the director Alan
Parker who made this musical tribute
into a powerful motion picture epic.
Using actual locations gave the movie a
sense of realism which was a small but
intricate part of the film. The music
blended well with a mixture of the
modern day sounds and the traditional
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Broadway personality which hasn't been
done since the film adaptation of Jesus
Christ Superstar. All together everything
was just right.
Even though I am not an admirer of
the "material girl," my hats off to
Madonna for her portrayal of Eva Peron.
Many people thought that because of her
tarnished reputation that she would
disgrace the image of the late first lady.
On the contrary, she played the part with
the energy, grace, and dignity which
made Eva Peron. One can see that the
pop music star really engrossed herself in
the role- you can't tell that this was the
same woman who considered herself
racy. It is this critic's opinion that she
should be an Oscar contender for Best
Actress. Anyone who can play a
character with such depth and yet sing
through the entire film with so much
emotion should not be ignored.
Speaking of singing, Antonio
Banderas was no slouch. Even though he
is mostly known for his acting and being
married to Melanie Griffith, Banderas
held his own as well. I also salute him
for all the songs he had to remember, and
yet he played his condescending character with such zest. I can honestly say that
his singing voice was very pleasant to
hear.
"Evita" is a phenomenal movie that
really draws you into the life and death of
Eva Per6n. I hope this outstanding epic
is a wonderful return of musicals to
come. However with Weber's musical
brilliance and Parker's visionary excellence, this will be a hard act to follow.
On a grading scale, I give "Evita" 4 stars,
and that's a wrap!

February lOth

going on NOW." So says Kahil EI'Zabar,
leader and percussionist of the Ensemble.
Join us for an evening of"world music" that
is a mixture of jazz, gospel, funk, and R &
B by this internationally renowned trio.

endary comedian, social activist, and nutritionist Dick Gregory at Elmhurst's
Hammersmith Chapel. GSU will provide
round-trip transportation to the event based
on prior registration. GSU students are
FREE, others are $2 per person. Register
at the Student Life Service Office, A 1120,
no later than Thursday, February 13,
1997.

Saturday,
February 15, 2 p.m. Student Thesday,
Center Commons - A Family Show fea- February 24, 7 p.m.
turing storyteller Edith (Mama Edle)
Armstrong presenting "Tales and Songs of
the African Diaspora." The cultures of Africans, African Americans and Caribbeans
will be reflected in this entertaining program. The performance will be provided in
Sign Language and voice to accommodate
both the hearing and the hearing impaired.

Thesday,
February 18, 7 p.m.
Elmhurst College- A performance by leg-

GSU's The Center for Performing Arts
- W.E.B. DuBois: A Biography In Four
Voices. This stunning video brings to life
this remarkable scholar-activist, author, intellectual, editor, organizer of the first Pan
African Congress and Founder of the
N.A.A.C.P. The program will be facilitated
by Dr. Anthony Andrews, GSU Professor
of Economics & Liberal Studies.
For information about these or other programs or services of the Student Life Division call (708) 534-4550.
These programs are presented by the Studenl Life Division, Student Affairs and Services.

The Polygon Puzzles
by Dennis Thorn
Hi everyone. The Polygon Puzzles are here to entertain and to challenge you. If you have
questions concerning any of the puzzles, you can find me in Student Development, room
81215. The third annual Polygon Puzzles Contest will appear In the February 24
issue of the Innovator. The winner receives a $20 gift certificate from Crown Books!

1. A woman, her brother, her son, and her daughter are tennis players (all related by
birth). The worst player and the best player are the same age. The worst player's twin
(who is one of the four players) and the best player are the same age. The worst player's
twin (who is one of the four players) and the best player are of the opposite sex. Who is
the worst player?
A. The woman

B. Her brother

C. Her son

D. Her daughter

2. In a room with five people, at least two people have not shaken hands with everyone
else. How many people in the room could have shaken hands with everyone else in the
room (the greatest number possible)?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

Answers to the Polygon Puzzles
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Rooms For Rent:
Great for Student. Near Transportation. Clean and quiet. Utilities
included. Cooking facilities available. Immediate availability.
Only $285/mo. (708) 319-0026.
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CHESS

Duchamp!

(Syndicated by the U.S Chess Federation)

One of the world's great artists
was Marcel Duchamp. He, a leader
of the Dadaists, was one of the
Iconoclasts that brought cubism
to Its heights with Nude Descend-

ing a Staircase.
At his artistic peak he decided to
exchange cubes for squares and
focused on chess. In the process
he became one of France's
stronger players In the 1920s and
1930s. He settled In New York In
the forties and became a popular
figure In American chess circles
until his death in 1968. His magnum opus In chess was The Opposition and Conjugate Squares are
Reconciled. The book Itself Is a

work of art.
FIDE Master Allan Savage Is
putting together a comprehensive
study of Duchamp's chess life. He
has written articles and given lectures on Duchamp, and we await
with anticipation Its publishing.
We present a small mystery
problem regarding Duchamp.
According to a reader ·ln a 1976
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Larry Evans Chess Life column ,
today's diagram was an unsolved
Duchamp composition. We never
saw an answer, and Evans didn 't
give one (so as not to spoil the
reader's contest and prize offer).
We don't know If anyone found the
answer, so we leave it to you to
while away the hours.
-Peter Tamburro

For more lnfonnatlon on receiving Oless We and free lnfonnatlon about how to play,
read and write chess, call the not.fori)rofit U.S. Chess Federation at l~J88.KING, or
write USCF, 3054 NYS Route 9W, New Windsor, NY 12553.
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